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ABSTRACT

Introduction: This study is focused on the factors which cause the gender inequality in banking 

sector. The study indicates that disparity exists in targeted area, inequality is examined through 

employment, trainings, assignments and behavior at work place; vertical inequality is examined 

through promotions and wage gap. The universe of today is having a great deal of rivalry in it 

and the principle hotspot for the survival of the associations is to put resources into the benefits 

that give the best productive return. The most important stake today is the representatives of the 

associations. On the off chance that the associations are running great with the representatives 

then there is doubtlessly in the accomplishment of the association. So as to be fruitful, the 

associations ought to give their equivalent open door livelihood.

Methodology: The study involves close ended questionnaire was administered from 385 

responses for the research which are preferred from the four selected banks. Respondents are the 

Human Resource Management employees and operational employees of banks. The data has 

been dissected through the SPSS and Excel. Banks in Pakistan typically have an extensive 

workforce. Especially the chose banks which are enormous banks of Pakistan spread everywhere 

throughout the country with a tremendous workforce included HBL, Bank Alfalah, Allied Bank 

& Faysal Bank Limited.

Findings: In view of the information accumulation and theory presumption at last research it 

came to in my finding are that gender inequality is impact on the loss of job opportunity, 

inclination of female supervisor and frequent promotions however then again few variable is 

very little effected in light of the sex segregation. In banks female employees are less than as 

compare to male especially on the higher level/senior management. Gender inequality lies at the 

irregularity of force in our general public. Separation at work and in open doors in a mixture of 

ways, less open doors in education and training in high political, scholarly and corporate 

positions are the evident pictures that buoy around the globe. The vast majority of the women 

overviewed on say, family society and religious values that are taught by the family are the main 

drivers of sex crevice in livelihood. They also feel that individuals of our nation have created a 

brain science to acknowledge biasness and segregation in job and meets expectations. We ought
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to, thusly, begin plotting more issues, conceivable methods, long haul and quick focuses for 

sexual orientation correspondence and to uproot numerous sorts of biasness and segregation in 

vocation and guarantee a solid work environment

Practical Implications: This study is of exceedingly compelling for the each worker who 

working in the bank, head of banks and likewise those individuals who need to work in banks for 

the upgraded understanding of gender inequality (sexual orientation separation) and their 

accessible instruments.
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